
 

	

Press Release 
 

Safety meets Style: The CAMULINO 
 

Its trendy, fresh and cheeky appearance makes this helmet from the 
Swiss helmet specialist CP very popular among cool kids, style-conscious 
teens and ambitious junior racers. 
 
More than a decade’s experience in development and production of high-quality 
winter-sport helmets makes the All-in-One visor helmets even more 
reliable and safe for kids and teenagers. In addition to safety, its 
look plays a decisive role for youngsters: this cool collection 
includes everything, from the individual eye-catcher to the discreet 
showpiece. Visor helmets are also suitable for those who wear 
glasses. 
 

Youngsters are safe, parents are relaxed - unlimited fun on the 
snow is guaranteed 
With its compact, dynamic design and the new rear-mounted impact protection, 
the CAMULINO offers even better protection against bumps from behind and in in 
case of backward falls. The extremely durable shock-absorbing material has been 
developed for shoulder, elbow and knee guards in motorcycle racing to prevent 
serious injuries.  
 

The easily replaceable panoramic visor is integrated in the helmet 
and ensures additional safety and clear vision, without fogging 
and steaming up - slipping or lost ski goggles are now nuisances 
of the past.  
 

The optimised, innovative, size adapting system with a rotating ring 
ensures a perfect fit; the extra soft ear pads and inner lining 
make the CAMULINO super comfortable and pleasant to wear. 

 

The controllable ventilation system developed by CP provides 
optimal adjustment inside the helmet to changing 
temperature conditions. 
 
Details: 

• Adjustable ventilation system for ideal climate control 
• Optimal fit thanks to the size adapting system and its rotating ring, which 

ensures the perfect head adjustment 
• The panoramic visor provides optimal protection against wind and snow, 

while offering a wide field of vision and easy interchangeability in only a few 
simple steps without tools. 



 

	

• Maximum comfort and protection also for those who wear glasses, without 
annoying fogging, steaming up or the need to change glasses 

 
 

    
 
 
 
Colours: black s.t./black, black s.t./red, red s.t./ black, light blue s.t./ white 

quartz pink s.t./ white, sulphur spring s.t./ black,  
white shiny/white, red shiny/black, blue shiny/blue 

Visors: orange silver mirror & flash gold mirror 
Sizes:  children 49-52, 53-55 
Price:  suggested price € 179.90 / € 159.90 
 

 

 

 

CP-FASHIONATSPORTS – Swiss brand made in Europe  

Swiss quality meets Italian fashion flair. In its ALL-IN-ONE ski helmets, the Swiss 
manufacturer based in Ebmatingen, Zurich, combines sophisticated materials, comfort and 
elegance. So “Excellence in Elegance” is not just a catchword but a credo that CP has 
remained true to for years. The head and heart of CP is Claudius Pfister, who established the 
brand over 10 years ago. The production location in Italy is particularly suitable for close 
cooperation between developer, manufacturer and experienced testers. In this way, any ideas 
or suggested improvements find their way directly into ongoing production processes. With 
strategic vision and boldness, Pfister pursues the objective of ensuring that his products 
remain state-of-the-art, now and in future.  

 


